
Lesson 126  Hearken Unto Me
 
03/05/13 CT MEETING – New lessons, eyes opened to seeing and understanding.  Wisdom 
given to those who seek, to those who open the door to learning.  Be ever present in the 
moment to hear and receive from the Lord.  Eliminate all the distractions.  Make time for the 
Lord.  One on one time.  Solomon was thought to be wise but wisdom comes from the Lord, 
from time spent in fellowship with Him, not from the mind of man.  Therefore, turn it over to the 
Lord and He will make you, change you, into all that He would have you be.  He will give you 
all that’s right for you.  That is all for now, go in peace.
 
Introduction
 
In this lesson we will be looking at wisdom.  But we will not be looking at just any old type of 
wisdom, no, we will be looking at wisdom that comes from the Lord.  Therefore, if we come to 
discover that we are lacking wisdom in any way then we shall learn to turn to the Lord and He 
will give as noted in these promises as listed below:
 
James 1:5 If any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask of God, who gives to all liberally and 
without reproach, and it will be given to him.
07/04/12 DP - Seek wisdom, knowledge and understanding I will give.
12/04/12 BN - Come boldly before my throne, I am here to impart wisdom and 
knowledge...truth and light.
01/09/13 BN - Knock...and I shall open the door to wisdom and knowledge.
 
But first, let’s look at the definition of wisdom.
 
Wisdom:
-the quality or state of being wise [knowledge (familiarity with) of what is true or right coupled 
with just judgment as to action]; discernment, or insight
-scholarly knowledge or learning
-wise sayings or teachings, precepts
-a wise act or saying
Synonyms – sense, understanding
Antonyms – stupidity, ignorance
 
Thus what we have come to understand is that wisdom comes from, learning and 
studying, the words, teachings and precepts of, the Lord!   And we as His children should 
follow His ways.
 
Proverbs 13:1 A wise son heeds his father’s instruction, but a scoffer does not listen to 
rebuke.
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Consequently, what we have learned thus far about wisdom is that it’s about becoming familiar 
with what is true and right and then applying it to our daily choices, our daily living following 
what He has established as opposed to considering it foolishness.
 
However, there is another element to this painting of wisdom that both the LORD and THH 
have explained and that is, that man should not lean to his own understanding, as 
expounded upon below:    http://www.takehisheart.com/searchtakehisheart.htm 
There are over 600 different protestant denominations in the USA. They represent almost 600 
different ideas of what the Bible says, in one way or another. The Bible warns many times 
about the wisdom of men and the fact that we don't think, or reason like God wants us to. We 
are not to lean to our own understanding.

Proverbs 3:5 
Trust in the Lord with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding.

Paul refers to the wisdom of men right before he talks about how the Holy Spirit teaches, in I 
Corinthians 2. He specifically refers to the wisdom of this world coming to naught in verse six.

1 Corinthians 2:6 
Howbeit we speak wisdom among them that are perfect: yet not the wisdom of this world, nor 
of the princes of this world, that come to nought:

When I was in heaven, looking into hell, I saw a believer who was there because of teachings 
and traditions performed in the wisdom of men who have leaned to their own understanding of 
what the Bible says. Those teachings and traditions had come to naught for this person and 
there was no changing the results. It was too late for this person. The very sad thing about this 
situation was that it was not her fault that she was in hell. It was the result of the leaders of 
the church leaning to their own understanding of what the Bible says about salvation 
unto eternal life, a very critical area.

Therefore from this we have learned that the world even the leaders of the church are leaning to their 
own understanding which leads to many people being duped out of salvation. All the while thinking they 
had been doing things the correct way.  But what we have come to realize is that we are actually being 
cheated out of blessings by leaning to the understanding of man,

Colossians 2:8 Beware lest anyone cheat you through philosophy and empty deceit, according to the 
tradition of men, according to the basic principles of the world, and not according to Christ.

But it is Christ then who is the source of wisdom and it is the Holy Spirit who teaches.  And we are to 
compare spiritual to spiritual:

1 Corinthians 2:12-13 Now we have received, not the spirit of the world, but the Spirit who is from 
God, that we might know the things that have been freely given to us by God. These things we also 
speak, not in words which man's wisdom teaches but which the Holy Spirit teaches, comparing spiritual 
things with spiritual.

Realizing that wisdom comes from, learning and studying, the words, teachings and precepts of, the 
Lord!   

05/28/12 DP - Hearken unto Me I share wisdom and insight you must listen.
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07/21/12 MVA - Be attentive and listening to your God Jesus. Wisdom is heard be listening to 
your God Jesus.
01/06/13 MVA - Listen and hear the wisdom of your God Jesus.
Proverbs 5:1 My son, pay attention to my wisdom, lend your ear to my understanding.
 
Open the Door to Learning (Seek)
 
In the previous section we learned that wisdom comes from the Lord and we also learned that 
it is the Holy Spirit who teaches.  We learned that we are to compare spiritual to spiritual but…
If we don't have the input of the "things of the Spirit," and if we don’t understand how the Holy 
Spirit teaches "comparing Spiritual with spiritual," then we are left with interpretation 
accomplished only by the wisdom of men… and we know that this will lead us to no where.  
Hence the Lord taught us that we are to study the words, the teachings and the precepts of the 
Lord.
 
2 Timothy 2:15 Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be 
ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth.
It also says we are to add things together correctly.

Isaiah 28:10 For precept must be upon precept, precept upon precept; line upon line, line upon line; 
here a little, and there a little:

Comparing spiritual to spiritual, this is the way of the Lord, this is how wisdom comes to us 
from the Lord.  This is the door we are to open as described below:
 
03/05/13 CT - New lessons, eyes opened to seeing and understanding.  Wisdom given to 
those who seek, to those who open the door to learning. 
 
So the Lord is telling us that we are to seek Him out for wisdom. 
 
01/20/12 MVA - Wisdom required.  Seek.
08/14/12 MVA - When questions arise, seek your God Jesus first. I AM your answer. Mans 
wisdom will fail. My wisdom the wisdom and understanding from your God Jesus is eternal.
08/21/12 MVA - Seek and you will find. Much wisdom is located in guidance. Stay focused on 
leading edge of flow chart.
09/05/12 DP - I give out insurmountable knowledge, wisdom and understanding at My 
disclosure. Seek and ye shall find, nothing remaining hidden which will not be made known.
11/17/12 CT - Be humble in the presence of the Most High God. Humbly seek His counsel for 
decisions. Meet with Him. Ask of Him. Gain wisdom and understanding from Him. Guidance, 
all need guidance. Wisdom, all need wisdom. Seek these from the Most High. Ask and Ye shall 
receive. Ask for the right heart and you shall have it. Ask for increased wisdom and you shall 
have it.
12/11/12 CT – Understanding, seek after understanding.  Seek after the Lord.  Come to Him.  
Seek after, a closeness, with Him.  Perpetuate wisdom, knowledge and understanding. 
 
We are the ones who must open the door to learning.  We are the ones who must Study to 
shew thyself approved.
 
02/15/12 MVA - Take time, My truths given you.  Study, learn.  Details.  Impart.  Wisdom find. 
02/23/12 MVA - Study Kingdom principles.  Implement Kingdom principles.  Everyone in 
Kingdom observes Kingdom principles.  Learn, gain knowledge and wisdom of Kingdom ways. 
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05/26/12 BN -  Go back through what I have given you, There is wisdom and instruction there.
05/27/12 CT - Be a pleasing example.  Are you spending your time well?  Pursue wisdom and 
knowledge of my ways.  Study and employ these in your life.
Employ:

-         to make use of
-         to use advantageously
-         to devote to or direct towards a particular activity or person

 
Therefore what the Lord is telling us is that we are to use our time well, advantageously by 
devoting and directing it towards studying the ways of the Lord and from this wisdom will 
come.  Thus from this section we have learned that seeking and studying are both important 
elements to opening the doors to learning, to opening the doors to the wisdom of the Lord.
 
Psalm 119:105 Your word is a lamp to my feet And a light to my path.
Ephesians 5:15-17 Therefore, pay careful attention to how you conduct your life - live wisely, 
not unwisely.  Use your time well, for these are evil days. So don't be foolish, but try to 
understand what the will of the Lord is.
 
Eliminate all Distractions
 
The Lord just explained to us that we are to use our time well.  He basically said that we are to 
take advantage of the opportunities given for study by seeking Him out.  And here we come to 
understand that this will be made easier by elminating distractions as He said below:
 
03/05/13 CT - Be ever present in the moment to hear and receive from the Lord.  Eliminate all 
the distractions. 
 
In other words, remove the distractions of the world as there is wisdom in this. 
 
2 Corinthians 6:17 Therefore "Come out from among them And be separate, says the Lord.
10/25/12 DP - Shut the world out this is victory, much work done outside of the world, train to 
be separate much wisdom in this.
02/25/13 BN - Tune out the world and the enemy, Do not be lead astray, Follow My voice to 
ruth...knowledge...wisdom...light...peace and joy
 
Remove man’s ways as there is wisdom in this as well. 
 
Psalm 119:15 I will meditate on Your precepts, and contemplate Your ways.
06/07/12 MVA - My ways are not man’s ways. This is why there are times of frustration -lack of 
understanding. Once understanding is accomplished Wisdom is born. Refinement takes place.
 
Remove the traditions of man from your life.
 
Acts 5:29 But Peter and the other apostles answered and said: "We ought to obey God rather 
than men.
02/18/12 MVA - Share grow in your God Jesus Wisdom.  Knowledge. Righteousness. Right 
ways.  Refinement one body united in Me Jesus. Clean pure fit for My use.   Hindsight will 
reveal wisdom, protection.  
10/20/12 MVA - Growing in the fullness of your God Jesus this is wisdom and understanding.
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We grow in our Lord Jesus by removing the distractions from our lives and in this we find 
wisdom.
 
Fellowship with Him
 
In this section we will learn of the importance of fellowship with Him and how this effects our 
growth in wisdom.  In the verse below Jesus is described as the Word of life. 
 
1 John 1:1-3  That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen 
with our eyes, which we have looked upon, and our hands have handled, concerning the Word 
of life--  the life was manifested, and we have seen, and bear witness, and declare to you that 
eternal life which was with the Father and was manifested to us-- that which we have seen and 
heard we declare to you, that you also may have fellowship with us; and truly our 
fellowship is with the Father and with His Son Jesus Christ.
 
And it is His very life and the presence of it within ourselves that gives wisdom as you will 
come to see as we read below:
 
1 John 1:4-7 And these things we write to you that your joy may be full. This is the message 
which we have heard from Him and declare to you, that God is light and in Him is no darkness 
at all.  If we say that we have fellowship with Him, and walk in darkness, we lie and do not 
practice the truth. But if we walk in the light as He is in the light, we have fellowship with 
one another, and the blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanses us from all sin.
03/28/07 JC - Just as the blood of Christ on the cross flowed down to the crowd below at His 
crucifixion; words, wisdom and knowledge flow down from God’s throne in heaven.
 
Therefore fellowship is one of the elements that leads to the wisdom of the Lord.  If we walk in 
the light with Him experiencing His fellowship then a by product of this is wisdom.  And this is 
confirmed in the verses below.  Yes, fellowship with Him does indeed bring wisdom.
 
03/05/13 CT - Make time for the Lord.  One on one time.  Solomon was thought to be wise 
but wisdom comes from the Lord, from time spent in fellowship with Him, not from the mind of 
man. 
01/21/12 MVA - Study time spent with your God is wisdom. 
05/31/12 MVA - I AM Wisdom and Understanding. Look to Me Jesus in all.
07/26/12 BN – Keep Me close to you today and seek My wisdom.
09/01/12 SN - Keep coming to Me for answers, I will anoint you with truth, wisdom, knowledge, 
discernment.
11/17/12 CT – Be humble in the presence of the Most High God.  Humbly seek His counsel for 
decisions.  Meet with Him.  Ask of Him.  Gain wisdom and understanding from Him.  Guidance, 
all need guidance.  Wisdom, all need wisdom.  Seek these from the Most High.  Ask and Ye 
shall receive.  Ask for the right heart and you shall have it.  Ask for increased wisdom and you 
shall have it.  Your God is the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.  He is My Father and He is 
yours as well.  Go in peace and do those things that you know you are to do. 
01/04/13 MVA - Knowledge and wisdom are found in the presence of your God Jesus.
01/08/13 DP - Wisdom listen and receive given gradually, increase in Me increase in 
knowledge and understanding apply to every aspect of your life.
02/08/13 BN - Go now...trust in the Lord...follow Him intensely...learn from His wisdom.
 
Wisdom comes from the Lord but we cannot receive it when there is a distance between us.  
This is why we must Keep Him close.
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Psalms 119:105 Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path.
John 8:12 Then Jesus spoke to them again, saying, "I am the light of the world. He who 
follows Me shall not walk in darkness, but have the light of life."
 
We cannot forget that the Lord said, Make time for the Lord.  One on one time. 
 
Turn It Over to Him
 
03/01/13 JC - Open your heart wide to Me. Be inspired to trust My Wisdom.
 
And now, the last element we are going to speak of in relationship to wisdom, is that of turning 
it over to the Lord or as He said, opening your heart wide to Him.  As explained in the words 
we received this week when the Lord said,
 
03/05/13 CT – Therefore, turn it over to the Lord and He will make you, change you, into all 
that He would have you be.  He will give you all that’s right for you. 
 
The Lord said,
 
September	  23rd	  God	  Calling	  -‐	  It	  is	  that	  turning	  to	  Me	  you	  must	  cultivate	  in	  every	  circumstance.
 
I found the use of the word cultivate intersting in the words above as it means to prepare, to 
work on; thus what the Lord is saying is that we are to go to Him for wisdom in every 
circumstance and this is exactly how we prepare ourselves for that very same wisdom. 
 
But we do not always turn to Him as we should in fact in the book of Hosea the Lord speaks of 
the spirit that is seen in those who do not turn to Him.  He declares it to be the spirit of harlotry.
 
Hosea 5:4 "They do not direct their deeds toward turning to their God, For the spirit of harlotry 
is in their midst, And they do not know the Lord.
 
These type of people do not know the Lord because they have a spirit of self within them.  
They have not changed and they will not change or gain wisdom until this spirit of harlotry has 
been removed from their midst.  Therefore, it is unwise to have a spirit of self.  It is unwise to 
not prepare ourselves.  And wisdom, well wisdom only comes from our looking to the Lord for 
that very same wisdom.
 
11/23/11 DP - My child be not wise in your own eyes but look to Me for wisdom.
05/02/12 MVA - You have done well to follow My way. Diligence is rewarded. Rewards can also 
be understanding and wisdom. Look to your God Jesus I AM wisdom and understanding. Grow 
in the wisdom and understanding of your God Jesus.
09/05/12 DP - Pen of a ready writer, stay focused, look to Me, revelations on going all is 
coming to pass quickly, lean towards My understanding I give out insurmountable knowledge, 
wisdom and understanding at My disclosure. Seek and ye shall find, nothing remaining hidden 
which will not be made known.
 
Consequently, we go to Him because it is He who gives wisdom through the Holy Spirit.
 
John 14:26 But the Helper, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in My name, He will 
teach you all things, and bring to your remembrance all things that I said to you.
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Yes, it is He who gives.
 
11/22/09 CT - Do not seek man's knowledge but God's wisdom; ask for it and it will be given.
12/17/11 DP - Desire wisdom, knowledge and understanding it is given you for the leading of 
My people.
07/25/12 DP - Perceive knowledge, I give wisdom at My will, receive. 
09/09/12 DP - Total focus is required to achieve perfection focus intently on what I give you.  All 
is given for a purpose. Pieces are coming together be mindful of what is revealed. I give piece 
by piece little by little construct and be amazed, much revelation and wisdom granted.
02/17/13 SN - Clear the way for Me, Come boldly to all I say, I give 
comfort...wisdom...guidance.
 
In other words we turn it over to Him because it is He who provides the wisdom.
 
10/07/12 BN - I provide the wisdom and knowledge you need.
01/21/13 SN - Lean on Me for guidance and wisdom.
01/26/13 SN - I provide guidance and wisdom...strength.
02/09/13 BN - I have written My laws and decrees for your benefit, Peace comes to those who 
follow them, Seek wisdom...knowledge...and understanding of My ways and My word, This can 
come only from Me...not from you or from the world. (He provides)
May	  9th	  God	  Calling	  -‐	  Doubt	  always	  your	  power	  or	  wisdom	  to	  put	  things	  right,	  ask	  Me	  to	  right	  all	  as	  
you	  leave	  it	  to	  Me,	  and	  go	  on	  your	  way	  loving	  and	  laughing.	  I	  am	  wisdom.	  Only	  My	  wisdom	  can	  rightly	  
decide	  anything	  -‐	  settle	  any	  problem.	  So	  rely	  on	  Me.	  All	  is	  well.
i.e. turn it over to Him.
 
Ecclesiastes 2:26 For God gives wisdom and knowledge….
Proverbs 2:6-8 For the Lord gives wisdom; From His mouth come knowledge and 
understanding; He stores up sound wisdom for the upright; He is a shield to those who walk 
uprightly; He guards the paths of justice, And preserves the way of His saints.
 
Summation
 
This week the Lord delivered this message on wisdom when He said,
 
New lessons, eyes opened to seeing and understanding.  Wisdom given to those who seek, to 
those who open the door to learning.  Be ever present in the moment to hear and receive from 
the Lord.  Eliminate all the distractions.  Make time for the Lord.  One on one time.  Solomon 
was thought to be wise but wisdom comes from the Lord, from time spent in fellowship with 
Him, not from the mind of man.  Therefore, turn it over to the Lord and He will make you, 
change you, into all that He would have you be.  He will give you all that’s right for you. 
 
It was through these words that we have learned the importance of opening the doors to 
learning, eliminating distractions, maintaining fellowship with Him but we also learned that it is 
He who gives wisdom.  It is He who provides.  Now to many this message may seem to be 
foolishness but to those who know Him it is a message of strength and life.
 
1 Corinthians 1:18 For the message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing, 
but to us who are being saved it is the power of God.
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What we are talking about is the power of God experienced through belief in Him.  This is what 
some consider to be foolishness but to those who belief this is where true wisdom comes from, 
for they know that wisdom is from God.
 
1 Corinthians 1:19-21 For it is written: "I will destroy the wisdom of the wise, And bring to 
nothing the understanding of the prudent."  Where is the wise? Where is the scribe? Where is 
the disputer of this age? Has not God made foolish the wisdom of this world? For since, in the 
wisdom of God, the world through wisdom did not know God, it pleased God through the 
foolishness of the message preached to save those who believe.
 
12/25/10 CT - Strength and wisdom are bursting forth.  My plan at my time.  All will be 
accomplished. 
09/24/12 MVA - Much wisdom will be on display wisdom of your God Jesus.
01/21/13 MVA - Protection is found in the counsel and wisdom of your God Jesus.
02/18/13 DP - Continue to grow in wisdom and understanding in Me this is done through 
diligence and correct observance of My ways.
02/20/13 MVA - Each individual must make choices count the cost. Right choices lead to 
knowledge, wisdom and understanding. Each must choose wisely for it is a choice. I have 
given free will.
 
And as the Lord would have it, we all know the importance of sharing what He gives.
 
12/31/12 MVA - Encourage. Impart wisdom of your God Jesus.
09/26/11 CT - Recompense (an equivalent or a return for something done or suffered or given; 
compensation) the Savior.  Distribute wisdom; distribute knowledge.
02/14/12 MVA - Do not be disappointed at refinement.  All My Beloved go through correction 
refinement.  Support, fellowship is support.  Elders wisdom.  Able to impart.  Listen and 
receive. 
11/07/12 MVA - Each with its own needs and blessings. Look to fellowship. I AM in the midst. 
Share grow in the wisdom of your God Jesus.
 
This message of wisdom is a message for us all.  We are to grow in Him and we are to share 
in Him.  We each have our own blessings.  We each have been given words of wisdom from 
the Lord, these are the blessings we are to share.
 
Colossians 3:16-17 Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom, teaching and 
admonishing one another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your 
hearts to the Lord. And whatever you do in word or deed, do all in the name of the Lord Jesus, 
giving thanks to God the Father through Him.
 
May the Lord Bless You,
Cindy

http://www.takehisheart.com
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